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This work reports alterations on plasma-edge equilibrium profiles and on edge turbulence, and
anomalous transport induced by resonant perturbing magnetic fields in the TBR~Brazilian
Tokamak! tokamak@J. Fusion Energy12, 295 ~1993!#. Thus, these perturbations have reduced the
equilibrium parameters and the spectral power of the fluctuations and enhanced their phase velocity.
They have also reduced the particle flux at the plasma edge. All these electrostatic edge parameters
have been computed by taking into account temperature fluctuation corrections. Although the
perturbation slightly affected just the linear correlation between electrostatic fluctuations, its
bispectral analysis shows a reduction of the quadratic mode coupling. Furthermore, the energy
transferred between different spectral components, with and without the magnetic perturbation, did
not have the same direction for all fluctuations. Finally, the normal probability distribution functions
of the fluctuations show significant non-Gaussian features, although the fluctuating potential
distribution became near Gaussian with the magnetic perturbation. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S1070-664X~97!01001-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interest in controlling plasma edge is based on
evidence that improvements of the plasma confinement
pend on the edge behavior.1,2 Remarkably, during recen
years experiments have shown that electrostatic turbule
induces anomalous edge particle transport. Nowadays,
intensive research on edge turbulence and transport has
motivated by the unexpected results obtained with la
tokamaks.2

As it was originally proposed in the seventies,3 the uti-
lization of external magnetic perturbation is currently used
some tokamak devices to create a chaotic magnetic con
ration at the plasma edge. This configuration is adequat
control particle and heat diffusion and, consequently, to
prove the plasma confinement. Accordingly, the magn
field lines at the plasma edge may become chaotic by ap
ing the resonant helical magnetic fields created by exte
resonant helical windings~RHW!,4 or ergodic divertors.5–7

The expected effect of these perturbations is to produce
form particle and heat loads to the wall along chaotic m
netic field lines. The resultant edge cooling reduces imp
ties, provides screening to impurity influx, and thus improv
the confinement characteristics. However, the local effec
these resonant magnetic perturbations on the turbulence
their effect on the transport in the edge remains an o
question.8,9

This paper describes an attempt to control the plas
edge turbulence with external electrical currents on the re
nant helical windings curled around the TBR~Brazilian Tok-
amak! tokamak vessel.10

Other experiments in the TBR tokamak, which em
ployed these resonant field perturbations created by
RHW, were previously done with a field strength lower th

a!Electronic mail: ibere@if.usp.br
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that used in this work4 in order to control magnetohydrody
namic ~MHD! oscillations11 and turbulence.

In this experiment, external coils have created both m
netic islands and chaotic field regions through isla
overlapping.12 Thus, we have studied the influence of th
resonances created by them54/n51RHW (m andn deter-
mine the poloidal and toroidal wave numbers, respective!
on the plasma edge turbulence.

We needed to measure density, potential tempera
fluctuations, and the phases and correlations between t
fluctuating quantities13,14 for estimating the anomalous pa
ticle transport in such turbulent plasma. Thus, we desig
and installed at TBR a complex system of probes to sim
taneously measure electrostatic and magnetic fluctuat
and some plasma mean parameters. To improve the accu
of these measurements, we have also determined temper
fluctuations and taken them into account to correct den
and plasma potential fluctuations.15

The analysis has shown that the magnetic perturbat
reduced the equilibrium parameters and the spectral powe
the fluctuations, and enhanced their phase velocity. Th
perturbations also produced a reduction of the particle flu
the plasma edge. In addition, the bispectral analysis16–21has
shown that the RHW suppressed the quadratic coupl
whereas the power functions presented no common spe
direction for the energy cascading driven by the fluctuati
i.e., the energy transferred between different spectral com
nents.

The conditions for the existence of intermittency in t
measured signals have been investigated with and with
the perturbations induced by the RHW. However, no cl
evidence of intermittent fluctuations was found, since
departure from a Gaussian distribution, and from a bro
band power spectrum with no localized peaks, as well as
small time correlations, was not simultaneously detected
the whole spectrum.

The relation between temperature, potential, and den
329/8/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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studied here may contribute to the identification of the ba
mechanisms that determine edge turbulence.22,23 The corre-
lations between electrostatic and magnetic oscillations h
been analyzed and will be published elsewhere.

The outline of this paper is as follows: Section II gives
brief description of the apparatus and basic analysis te
niques. In Sec. III we describe the behavior of temperatu
density, plasma potential equilibrium, and fluctuation p
files, with and without RHW utilization. In Sec. IV we ana
lyze the spectral and bispectral characteristics of the elec
static turbulence and the behavior of the anomal
crossfield flux with and without RHW. Section V summ
rizes the conclusions of this work.

II. APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUES OF ANALYSIS

The experiment was carried out using the ohmica
heated TBR tokamak, with major radiusRo50.30 m, minor
radiusa50.08 m, toroidal magnetic fieldB50.4 T, plasma
current I p.10 kA, chord average densit
n0.731018 m23, and pulse length of 10 ms.10 The plasma
in the TBR has a circular cross section and a full poloi
limiter. We used hydrogen.

The data were collected using a multipin Langm
probe ~see Fig. 1! which was inserted into the plasm
through a diagnostic port located at the top of the tokam
and 45° toroidally displaced from the poloidal limiter.15 This
probe system consisted of four tips, a four-pin probe ar
and a single-probe tip. Two of the four-pin configuratio
measured the floating potential fluctuationsw̃ f , and the other
two the ion saturation current fluctuationsĨ si . These two
pairs of pins were used for determining the spectr
S(k, f ), the power weighted average values of poloidal wa
vector ku , the phase velocityyph, and the width ofku .

24

Another single tip, located 3 mm from the four-tip config
ration, was used to directly measure the mean value of
floating potentialw f .

The following quantities were obtained using a modifi
triple probe technique15,25–27 with four pins to correct for
phase delay errors: The electron mean temperatureTe, its
fluctuationT̃e , the ion saturation currentI s , and its fluctua-
tion Ĩ si . Two pairs of magnetic coils were mounted in th
same system~Fig. 1! to measure the poloidal,B̃̇u , and the
radial, B̃̇r components of the magnetic field fluctuations.

FIG. 1. Scheme of probe assembly.
330 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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The probe measurements were done during the fla
phase of the plasma current~Fig. 2! in intervals of approxi-
mately 4 ms, then they were averaged throughout seven
secutive shots. The time series measurements were reco
using 8 bit digitizers, with a maximum sampling rate
1 MHz. The data used in the analysis consisted of 1
samples of 256 points. These data were tested with a st
tical criterion to discard spurious points that otherwise wo
have contributed to overestimate the fluctuations.

The plasma density then was obtained by us
naI si /Te

1/2 We applied a numerical filter to the data me
sured by the triple probe in order to separate their m
( f<5 kHz) and fluctuating (5 kHz, f,500 kHz) compo-
nents.

The density and potential fluctuations, corrected by te
perature fluctuations, were obtained using27

ñ5n@ Ĩ si /I si2
1
2 T̃e /Te1

1
8~ T̃e /Te!

2# ~1!

and

w̃p5w̃ f1sKT̃e /e, ~2!

wheres is taken as 2.8.15 The plasma potential (wp) is re-
lated to the floating potential (w f) through an equation simi
lar to Eq.~2!.

The external magnetic field perturbation was created
electric currents circulating through a set of helical windin
externally located around the torus.28 These coils produced a
perturbation field with dominant helicitym54/n51 and av-
erage radial amplitudêuBr(a)/Bfu&.0.4% at the limiter ra-
dius (Bf is the toroidal equilibrium field, andBr the radial
perturbing field!. This perturbation was resonant for an ed
safety factorq<4. The currents circulating through thes
coils were set toI h5285 A, and they were switched on afte
the plasma current had reached steady values~Fig. 2!.

The above-mentioned coils created both magnetic
lands and ergodic field regions through island overlappi
Figure 3 shows Poincare´ maps computed for those dis
charges with a natural dominantm52/n51 MHD mode
with @Fig. 3~a!# or without @Fig. 3~b!# the effects of resonan
perturbations created by them54/n51 helical windings. To
compute these maps, them52/n51 natural mode~usually
observed in the TBR experiments! was described by a cur
rent perturbation inside the plasma.12 In the unperturbed map
@Fig. 3~b!# them/n52/1,3/1 and other smaller islands cou
be recognized. However, the applied field destroyed

FIG. 2. Time evolution of plasma current (I p) and RHW current (I h).
Castro et al.
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magnetic surfaces in an ergodic layer at the plasma e
@Fig. 3~a!# with a radial width of about 1.531022 m. This
ergodic region did not include theq52 islands and it was
created around the unperturbed magnetic surface with
safety factorq54. In this case the stochasticity paramet
computed form/n53/1 andm/n54/1 island superposition
wass.1.12 Notice thats5(L4/11L3/1)/2(r 4/12r 3/1), where
rm/n is the radial coordinate of the magnetic surface w
q(rm/n)5m/n, andLm/n is the island width at this surface
Thus, in this experiment the RHW created a field line co
figuration similar to those obtained with ergodic divertors
the tokamak TEXT5 ~Texas Tokamak! and TORE SUPRA7

~Toroidal Supraconducteur-Cadarache!.

III. EQUILIBRIUM AND FLUCTUATION PROFILES

A sharp temperature gradient always exists without
RHW utilization @Fig. 4~a!#. With the RHW the radial tem-
perature profile became flat fromr /a50.81 to r /a50.96.
The existence of this modified flat profile suggests the f
mation of a layer where the thermal diffusivity is controlle
by the chaotic field lines, as was observed in the TO
SUPRA tokamak.7,8 The density profile also decreased@Fig.
4~b!# and such behavior has been attributed to the differ
connection to the walls created by the RHW perturbati
and resulting in a larger area seen by the plasma. Sim
alterations were also induced by an ergodic divertor in
TORE SUPRA tokamak.7,8

During RHW operation the floating potential and plasm
potential profiles@Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!# were also modified.
The utilization of the magnetic perturbation produced a l
negative floating potential, in particular near the regi
r /a50.85, where the effect was clearly seen. This result w
also observed in the TEXT tokamak29 for reduced equilib-
rium parameter discharges.

FIG. 3. Poincare´ maps showing the poloidal magnetic-field line configur
tions with RHW ~a! or without RHW ~b!.

FIG. 4. Radial profiles of electron temperature with~* ! or without (s)
RHW ~a!. The same for plasma density profiles~b!.
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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The radial profile ofEr showed the absence of a she
layer, which was also confirmed by the measured profile
the phase velocity. As has already been mentioned, the
no experimental evidence of the existence of any shear la
in the TBR plasma edge.15,28

The results of this work, when compared with previo
measurements,28 show that the changes in the mean para
eter profiles~induced by external perturbations! increased
with the perturbing field strength.

Figure 6 shows the radial profiles of electron tempe
ture fluctuation~rms! amplitudes normalized to a local mea
value, with or without using the RHW. Although the equ
librium and fluctuating temperature were altered by using
RHW, no noticeable effect was detected on the ratio betw
these two measurements. The same figure also shows

FIG. 5. Radial profiles of floating potential with~* ! or without (s) RHW
~a!. Radial profiles for plasma potential with~* ! or without (s) RHW ~b!.

FIG. 6. Edge radial profiles of electron temperature fluctuation rms am
tudes normalized to local mean value of temperature, with~* ! or without
(s) RHW. The same for the plasma potential.
331Castro et al.
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normalized plasma potential fluctuation profiles; here a s
nificant alteration may be noticed only at the limiter positio

We observed a steep increase of the mean density v
n, and of the plasma potentialwp , with or without the RHW,
in a plasma current scan from 6 to 10 kA, for a const
position r /a50.89 of the probe system. On the other han
no noticeable alteration was detected in the mean temp
tureTe .

IV. ELECTROSTATIC TURBULENCE AND
TRANSPORT

To study the effect of RHW on particle transport w
investigated the changes in the plasma edge parameter
sociated with that transport.

Thus we used digital spectral analysis to compute
spectral power density distribution functionS(k, f )24 for
fluctuating density and plasma potential. Figure 7 shows
S(k, f ) spectra for density fluctuations at the radial positi
r /a50.89, computed for discharges without magnetic per
bation @Fig. 7~a!#, and for perturbed discharges@Fig. 7~b!#.
The spectral density functions were strongly decreased
the RHW. These spectra showed that both the wave ve
component (ku) and its spectral width (sku) were reduced
by using the RHW. This reduction corresponds to a glo
decrease of the fluctuations and, since the low wave num
are dominant in the spectrum, it suggests a turbulence s
lization. Although not so well identified, similar alteration
were also produced by the RHW on the plasma poten
spectra.

FIG. 8. Phase velocity profiles for plasma potential fluctuations with~* ! or
without (s) RHW.
smas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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Figure 8 shows the phase velocity profiles for plas
potential fluctuations, with or without magnetic perturb
tions. The poloidal phase velocity inside the plasma has
sentially the same direction as the ion diamagnetic drift
locity. The effect of the RHW is to enhance the pha
velocity because of the reduction in the average wave vec
The previously reported15,28 absence of shear layer has be
confirmed in this new experiment.

The driven particle fluxG, used here is30

G5
2

Bf
E kuPnw sin~unw!d f . ~3!

Figure 9 shows particle flux profiles for discharges w
or without the RHW perturbation. An appreciable alterati
was produced in the plasma edge transport by utilizing re
nant perturbations at this field strength. The results show
only a reduction of the particle flux in the whole spectru
but even, for some low frequency intervals, an inversion
its radial direction. This inward transport effect at low fr
quencies has been associated with drift wave fluctuati
driven by ionization effects.31,32

From the radial distribution of electron density at th
plasma edge we can roughly estimate the radial diffus
coefficient across the main magnetic field subjected or no
the effect of the applied perturbations. The diffusion coe
cientD is given by

D52G/“n, ~4!

whereG is the particle flux. The result that we obtained ne
the limiter wasD.0.3 m2/s. Although the perturbing mag

FIG. 9. Induced particle flux profiles with~* ! or without (s) RHW.
Castro et al.
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FIG. 10. Bicoherence for ion saturation current fluctuations atr /a50.92 with ~a! or without ~b! RHW. Data filtered at 250 kHz and frequencies normaliz
to the Nyquist frequency.
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netic field seemed to slightly enhance the diffusion coe
cient at the plasma edge, this enhancement falls within
experimental uncertainties.

In order to better understand the experimental res
associated with particle transport in the presence of re
nance fields, we will compare here the diffusion coefficie
which we have previously computed from our experimen
data, with the following theoretically predicted values.6 In
the collisionless plasma limit with a stochastic field, the d
fusion coefficientDC may be estimated by6

DC5^Dm&v thi . ~5!

whereDm , the magnetic diffusion coefficient of the chaot
field lines, is given by

Dm5pR^uBr/Bfu2&. ~6!

The ion thermal velocityv thi may be estimated by usin
the average values of the plasma edge temperatures
the limiter ~i.e., Ti.Te.15 eV). Thus, we obtained
DC.0.27 m2/s for the average radial diffusion coefficie
in this region. This value is comparable with that measu
experimentally and is thus at variance with the observa
that the RHW makes little change to the value ofD.

Another formula to calculateD for the collisional low
stochasticity limit is6

DN50.3 ^Br/Bf& lncs , ~7!

where ln is the density scale length,cs is the ion sound
speed, and 0.3 is a factor used to account for similar exp
mental observations in magnetic limiter6 and divertor
experiments,33 as suggested in Ref. 34. For the discharg
with RHW, the estimated values ofDN ~for the same region
considered before! give DN.0.05 m2/s. This diffusion
caused by the RHW is small compared with the obser
total diffusion. So, the predictedDN is compatible with our
present observation.

A way to investigate the nonlinear coupling among d
ferent fluctuation components is to use the bispectral ana
technique, as suggested in Refs. 16 and 19. In the pre
analysis, however, the recorded data do not have a suffic
number of events for neglecting the variance of the bicoh
ence (b2). It has been shown that the variance
bicoherence35 may be estimated bysb2.2b/M1/2 ~where
M5210 is the number of successive realizations w
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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128ms intervals!. If we consider the autobicoherence
floating potential, ion saturation current, and temperat
fluctuations, then no prominent peaks may be identifi
However, a low level of nonlinear coherent interactio
~much larger than the statistical uncertainty! was clearly ob-
served in the bispectral analysis, showing that nonlinear c
pling exists in electrostatic fluctuations at the edge.

Figure 10 shows the bicoherence ofI si fluctuations at
r /a50.92, with~a! or without ~b! the RHW utilization. The
maximum value is b250.2460.03 for case ~a! and
b250.4060.05 for case~b!. For the unperturbed oscillation
@Fig. 10~b!#, nonlinear interactions occur mainly betwee
modes with frequenciesf 2<50 kHz and those with
f 1<120 kHz. However, the presence of the magnetic per
bations lowered the bicoherence values and reduced the
quency regions tof 2<20 kHz and f 1<50 kHz. A similar
situation was observed for the other parameter fluctuatio

Figure 11 shows the integrated bicoherence for the sa
fluctuations depicted in Fig. 10, with or without resona
fields. The calculated values decreased with the magn
perturbation. Furthermore, we observed the highest bico
ence values for 50 and 100 kHz components. If we cons
any of these two frequency components to satisfy the re
nant conditionf5 f 11 f 2, then the bicoherence~for interac-
tions with or without RHW! will not show any contribution
from modes of the high frequency band.

We will utilize the method proposed in Refs. 17 and

FIG. 11. Integrated bicoherence for ion saturation current fluctuations w
~ . . . .! or without~—! RHW atr /a50.92. Data were filtered at 250 kHz an
frequencies normalized to the Nyquist frequency.
333Castro et al.
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to evaluate the nonlinear coupling coefficients and
amount of energy cascading between waves. The relat
ships between fluctuations~monitored at two points in space!
are usually described with linear and quadratic transfer fu
tions. From these relationships we can estimate the wa
wave coupling coefficient and the energy transfer betw
spectral components.15

The amplitude of the coupling coefficient that gives t
strength of coupling between a wave of frequencyf and
waves of frequenciesf 1 and f 2 is not significant, with or
without RHW.

The power transfer function shows that the differen
interaction region was dominated by negative transfer ra
for floating potential fluctuations. The floating potential flu
tuations perturbed by the RHW present a positive pow
transfer in the difference-interaction region. For ion satu
tion current fluctuations the power transfer function is mu
lower than the transfer function of the other parameter fl
tuations and presents no preferential direction.

After a data analysis of higher order momenta, such
skewness and kurtosis, we found no clear evidence of Ga
ian probability distribution functions for the electrostat
fluctuations with or without the magnetic perturbation. Th
Fig. 12~a! and 12~b! shows non-Gaussian probability distr
bution functions obtained for the ion saturation current flu
tuations. For these cases the signal has a value almost e
to zero for the skewness, but values significantly differ
from three for the kurtosis~a Gaussian distribution has

FIG. 12. Probability distribution functions for ion saturation current, wit
out ~a! or with ~b! RHW, as a function of the fluctuation amplitude norma
ized to the respective standard deviation. The same for floating pote
fluctuations,~c! and ~d!. The cashed curves represent Gaussians with
same standard deviation.
334 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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kurtosis equal to three!. The RHW do not alter these distri
butions. However, for the case shown in Figs. 12~b! and
12~c! for fluctuating potential fluctuations, the magnetic pe
turbations significantly alter the distribution, which becam
similar to a Gaussian distribution. Finally, the time corre
tions are small, nearly 4ms, and do not show any chang
with the RHW.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we present evidences of relevant alteratio
on the electrostatic spectra and on the turbulence dri
transport when the edge magnetic structure became ch
after the application of external resonant fields.

It should be noted that in TBR not only were the ma
netic oscillations strongly reduced, as in oth
experiments,11,36,37but the electrostatic oscillations were als
slightly modified by the resonant helical windings that we
used to perturb the magnetic field. The latter effect could
associated with the uncommon~in tokamaks!1 partially simi-
lar frequency spectra for these two kinds of oscillations.
fact, although the electrostatic power spectra present
quencies lower than the Mirnov frequencies, the spectra
show a partial superposition with the magnetic power sp
tra. Therefore, it may be possible in TBR to routinely alt
the magnetic fluctuations in order to control the turbulen
spectra at the plasma edge.

Evidence for this kind of control also was recently r
ported for the reversed field pinches~RFP!.38,39However, for
tokamaks the magnetic and the electrostatic oscillations
not have the same dominant driven processes, as was
gested for the RFP. In fact, the spectral analysis showed
only a relatively low fraction of the magnetic fluctuatio
power could be associated with the electrostatic fluctua
power.

Other examples of this influence are the modulation
the electrostatic turbulence by a dominant MHD mode, a
the correlations between the magnetic turbulence and
electrostatic transport.40

A strong decrease of the measured equilibrium para
eter profiles in TBR was observed with the utilization of t
RHW. With the magnetic perturbation the temperature p
file became flat, which suggests the formation of a la
where the thermal diffusivity would be controlled by th
chaotic field lines.8 This profile might produce modification
in the density gradient of the plasma current, and allow
possible suppression or stabilization of the internal resis
modes.36,41–43Consequently, this effect might contribute
the observed decrease in the turbulence fluctuation at
plasma edge. The density profile also decreased in discha
perturbed by the RHW, since the chaotic field line diffusi
to the walls had increased.44

In addition to the mentioned alterations of the mean a
the fluctuating values, the ratios between these quantities
more specifically, the level of density (ne

rms/ne), temperature
(Te

rms/Te) and potential (ewp
rms/kTe) remained approximately

constant when the resonant field was activated.
The radial profile of the plasma potential was lower

and smoothed by the perturbation, consequently, the ra

ial
e

Castro et al.
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electric fieldEr decreased monotonically. This radial vari
tion of Er reinforces the previous measurements

28 that show
the absence of a shear layer in the TBR discharges.

The alterations on the spectral power distributions due
the RHW perturbation suggest a global decrease of the
bulence level.

The phase velocities of electrostatic fluctuations ins
the plasma are essentially in the direction of the ion diam
netic drift velocity. The effect of the RHW perturbation is
enhance the phase velocity because of the reduction o
average wave vector.

The effect of external perturbations is to enhance
linear correlation between the electrostatic fluctuations.

The use of the RHW also produces a significant alt
ation on the particle flux profiles at the plasma edge. T
particle flux shows not only a reduction but, even for so
low frequency components, an inversion in its radial dire
tion. However, this inward transport produces only a sm
overall effect on the frequency integrated transport. Theor
cal studies show that the drift wave fluctuations driven
ionization effect could have generated the observed inw
transport.31

The particle diffusion coefficients, calculated from th
particle flux and density edge gradient for discharges with
without RHW, showed no significant differences. The co
ficient computed by considering the randomization of
field lines gives a value compatible with our experimen
results.

We used bispectral analysis to investigate nonlinear c
pling. Although the autobicoherences of electrostatic fluct
tions showed no prominent peaks, a low level of nonlin
coupling was clearly observed. The effect of the magne
perturbations was to reduce these bicoherences for all m
sured oscillations.

The power transfer function shows that for floating p
tential fluctuations the transfer of energy occurs in the ne
tive direction, i.e., from high to low frequency modes. T
RHW reverses this direction. For ion saturation current fl
tuations the power transfer functions are much lower th
floating potential transfer functions and present no prefer
tial direction.

Data analyses of higher order momenta, such as sk
ness and kurtosis, with or without the magnetic perturbat
revealed no clear evidence of Gaussian probability distri
tion functions.

This analysis is not conclusive regarding the existence
intermittency in the fluctuating parameters measured at
TBR plasma edge for the discharges with or without RH
The small time correlation and high values for the kurto
suggest the existence of intermittency in the data, but s
the measured fluctuating parameters exhibited some sig
cant peaks in their autospectra, we believe there is
enough evidence for such a conclusion. To confirm the
istence of the intermittency, we are doing a more deta
analysis using correlation and conditional averag
techniques.45
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